
IT’S THE END 
OF THE 
WORLD







Describe yourself 

in three words



ONCE
UPON

A 
TIME



People had real 
wants 
needs 
desires



...
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...





And People became 
empowered to do 
something about it.
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We never learn, 
we just follow
the numbers 
and kill it.



We let “advertising” 

be turned into 
a dirty word. 
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It’s possible.

It’s important.

The world 
needs us.
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Worked for us because 
we put Trust and 
Customers at the center.





5 things we 
need to do now.





Hi, please describe me in 

three words asap





We need to stop 
chasing audiences 
(R x F). 



Be client-centric, 
they will run to us 
as a trusted source.







Do these 3 things match?





People will block us, unless 
the value prop changes. 



Think like a startup. 



Be a trusted guide throughout.





AaaS? 





Rely less on 
flights and big bangs. 



The Panel.

Who here loves board games? Panel.

Half the room has 5 minutes to draw.

Other half has just 2 minutes.

Time.

Time.

Panel judges.



Agile advertisers live 
in BETA.



Prototype, 
Test, and 
Greenlight 





Iterate and serialize
to be something that 
people subscribe to. 





Don’t try to be a publisher 
and use gimmicks. 



“Make less. 
Matter more.” 







The Ask.

The client wants to make an app that’s clean and bubbly [water]. Take a sip.

But it also needs to have some vitamin C [oj]. Take a sip.

And, it has to keep us awake so let’s add caffeine [coke]. Take a sip.

And it needs to have calcium for strong bones [milk].  Take a sip.



Enable exploration and 
choose own adventure. 







Change everything about 
our creation model. 



Output



Who we staff

Blockchain for 

how we charge

How we 

collaborate

Mix of agency, 

production, 

media and 

in-house

Outcome

How we 

measure

Niche versus 

everything

How we partner 

with AI






